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Introduction

In the early 1990s, I was a DOS power user. I used DOS for everything and even wrote my own tools to extend the DOS command line. Sure, we had Microsoft Windows, but if you remember what computing looked like at the time, Windows 3.1 was not that great. I preferred working in DOS.

You might understand that I was a little confused and upset in 1994 when Microsoft announced (via interviews in tech magazines) that the next version of Windows would do away with MS-DOS. I looked around for options and decided that if DOS was going to continue, someone would have to create a DOS everyone could use when MS-DOS went away.

So it was on June 29, 1994, that I wrote a message to a Usenet discussion group, announcing a new “free DOS” project.

It’s 24 years later, and FreeDOS is still going strong!

We continue to make new releases with new functionality and features. Our FreeDOS 1.2 distribution, released on December 25, 2016, is a testament to how many people enjoy using and working on FreeDOS. As I look back over our history, there’s a short list of cool facts about FreeDOS you should know.

**FreeDOS provides software development right out of the box**

With the original DOS, it was difficult to do any coding. DOS provided a simple BASIC interpreter, and some people could do neat things with DEBUG, but you couldn’t really do much programming in DOS. With FreeDOS, there are a bunch of different tools to do software
development: compilers, assemblers, debuggers, interpreters, and scripting. After you install FreeDOS, you can immediately start writing code in C, Assembly, Pascal, Perl, and several other languages.

You can browse the web

DOS is an old system and the original didn’t support networking out of the box. Typically, you had to install device drivers for your hardware to connect to a network, which was usually a simple network like IPX. Few systems supported TCP/IP.

With FreeDOS, not only do we include a TCP/IP networking stack, we include tools and programs that let you browse the web. Use Dillo for a graphical web browser experience, or Lynx to view the web as formatted plain text. If you just want to grab the HTML code and manipulate it yourself, use Wget or Curl.

You can play great DOS games

We know that many people install FreeDOS today to play the classic DOS games, run legacy business applications, or do embedded development. A lot of those people use FreeDOS just to play games, and that’s cool with us. Just because a game is old doesn’t mean it’s boring. DOS had a lot of great games! Install your favorite classic game and have fun.

Because so many people use FreeDOS to play games, we now include a variety of DOS games. The FreeDOS 1.2 distribution includes first-person shooters like FreeDOOM, arcade shooters like Kiloblaster, flight simulators like Vertigo, and others. We aimed to include something for everyone.

FreeDOS has been around longer than MS-DOS

Microsoft released MS-DOS 1.0 in August 1981. And thirteen years later, Microsoft effectively deprecated MS-DOS with the release of Windows 95 in August 1995, although MS-DOS was still around in some form until September 2000. In total, MS-DOS was a thing for nineteen years.

We announced FreeDOS in June 1994 and made our first alpha release in September that same year. So FreeDOS has been around for 24 years, edging out Microsoft’s MS-DOS by a few years. Truly, we’ve been working on FreeDOS for longer than MS-DOS was a thing. FreeDOS has staying power.

Another important way that FreeDOS is different from other versions of DOS, is that it is still being developed. We have an active developer community and are always looking for new people to help out. Join the community and help build the next version of FreeDOS.
1. Installing FreeDOS
You may know that FreeDOS is a DOS-compatible operating system for personal computers. You can use FreeDOS to play classic DOS games, run legacy business software, or develop embedded PC applications. Any program that works on MS-DOS should also run on FreeDOS.

To make installation easier, we've provided the FreeDOS 1.2 distribution in several formats, including a bootable CD-ROM. Most users opt to install FreeDOS using the CD-ROM image. Note that when installing FreeDOS, you will need to set your system to boot from CD-ROM before the hard drive, allowing the FreeDOS install CD-ROM to boot first.

Need some help installing FreeDOS 1.2 on your computer? Here is a step-by-step guide to install FreeDOS.

The CD-ROM installer gives you a menu. You can choose to install FreeDOS, or boot from the system hard disk or from a diskette.
The default language is English, but the installer supports other languages.

Welcome to the FreeDOS 1.2 install program. We provide a standard warning here. For new users, we recommend installing FreeDOS in a PC emulator or “virtual machine.” If you install FreeDOS on a computer directly, without using a PC emulator, you may overwrite the operating system you
have now (for example, Windows). That’s why we include a brief message about that in the FreeDOS distribution.

The installer will detect if your C: drive isn’t partitioned for DOS and will automatically use the FDISK program to partition your disk.
Just follow the prompts. Select 1 to create the DOS partition. This will be your C: drive. Follow the other prompts to create the primary DOS partition. Note that if you don't use all free space to create your FreeDOS partition, you may need to mark the new partition as the Active partition, so FreeDOS can boot from it.

Create Primary DOS Partition

Current fixed disk drive: 1

Partition | Status | Type     | Volume Label | Mbytes | System | Usage
----------|--------|----------|--------------|--------|--------|--------
C: 1      | A      | PRI DOS  |              | 200    | FAT16  | 100%

Total disk space is 200 Mbytes (1 Mbyte = 1,048,576 bytes)

Primary DOS Partition created

Press Esc to continue

After you partition your hard drive, you need to reboot for FreeDOS to see the changes. Press ESC to exit FDISK. The FDISK program and the installer will warn you that you need to reboot your computer for the changes to take effect. The FreeDOS installer has an option to reboot your computer for you, so just use that.
After rebooting, the installer starts up again automatically. If your C: drive isn't formatted for DOS, the installer automatically detects that and can format it for you.

Your preferred language might not match your keyboard language, so we let you select your keyboard layout separately.
The FreeDOS 1.2 installer has two default install modes: install only those packages that reproduce the functionality of classic DOS (Base), or install everything (Full). Because FreeDOS is open source software, we give you the option to install source code, too.
Then just sit back and let the installer do its thing. The installer will let you know when it has finished installing FreeDOS. Depending on what you chose to install and the speed of your system, the install usually takes a few minutes.

Finally, reboot your system to begin using FreeDOS.
Congratulations! You've installed FreeDOS on your computer. You'll find that FreeDOS is a simple yet powerful operating system that gives you full access to your computer. Depending on your interests, you can use this standard install to do different things with your system.

---

Modules using memory below 1 MB:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Upper Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>16,704</td>
<td>10,480</td>
<td>6,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMAND</td>
<td>4,064</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDUZ</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDAPM</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTMOUSE</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHSUCDX</td>
<td>11,008</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>722,144</td>
<td>643,552</td>
<td>78,592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drives assigned:

- D: \FDCOMF1G.SYS
- E: \AUTOEXEC.BAT

Done processing startup files C:\FDCOMF1G.SYS and C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT

Type HELP to get support on commands and navigation.

Welcome to the FreeDOS 1.2 operating system (http://www.freedos.org)

C:\>
How to Install FreeDOS on a Virtual Machine

Like any DOS, FreeDOS requires an Intel x86 CPU and a BIOS to provide basic runtime services. That means you can run FreeDOS on pretty much any computer. As long as your computer has an Intel-compatible processor and a BIOS, FreeDOS should run fine. Some newer computers no longer provide a classic BIOS, instead using UEFI. These systems often provide a legacy option to emulate a BIOS. If your computer uses UEFI, check your computer's settings in the boot menu to activate the legacy BIOS mode.

Many users want to run FreeDOS on a computer that already has Windows or Linux. For these users, we recommend running FreeDOS through PC emulation. Maybe that's not as cool as running FreeDOS natively, but it's a great way to run DOS applications alongside other applications.

What about DOSBox?

Some might ask, “Why not use DOSBox instead?” DOSBox is an open source x86 emulator that runs on a variety of systems, including Linux. It is a great system that provides a DOS-like environment, mostly aimed at running games. So if you just want to run a classic DOS game, DOSBox can do that for you. But if you run want to run DOS applications, DOSBox isn't the best platform. And if you ask the DOSBox forums, they'll tell you DOSBox is really meant for games.

For most users, it's a matter of preference. It shouldn't be a surprise that I prefer to install FreeDOS to run classic DOS games and other programs. I find the full DOS experience gives me
greater flexibility and control than running DOSBox. I use DOSBox for a few games, but for most things I prefer to run a full FreeDOS instead.

### Installing FreeDOS on a virtual machine

You can easily install FreeDOS on any PC emulator or virtual machine. Whether you use VirtualBox, QEMU, GNOME Boxes, PCem, or some other PC emulator, the steps are the same:

1. Set up a virtual disk for FreeDOS to use
2. Boot the FreeDOS install CD-ROM
3. Install FreeDOS

For this example, I'll use the QEMU emulator. QEMU (Quick EMUlator) is an open source virtual machine software system that can run DOS as a “guest” operating system on Linux, Windows, or Mac. The steps to install and run FreeDOS using QEMU are basically the same as on any PC emulator.

Let's start by defining a virtual disk image that we'll use to install and run DOS. The `qemu-img` command lets you create virtual disk images that QEMU uses for the PC emulator. On another PC emulator, you might create a virtual disk using a menu. FreeDOS is a small operating system, so you won't need much room. I created my virtual disk with 200 megabytes using this command:

```bash
c qemu-img create freedos.img 200M
```

Compared to modern computing, 200 megabytes may seem small, but that's more than enough to install and run DOS, and several applications.

Unlike PC emulator systems like VMWare or VirtualBox, you need to build your virtual system by instructing QEMU to add each component of the virtual machine. Although this may seem tedious, it's actually pretty easy. Here are the parameters I use to boot FreeDOS inside QEMU:

```bash
c qemu-system-i386
```

QEMU can emulate several different systems, but to boot DOS, we'll need to have an Intel-compatible CPU. For that, start QEMU with the `i386` command.
I like to define a virtual machine with 16MB of memory. That may seem small, but DOS doesn't require much memory.

Technically, the `-k en-us` option isn't necessary, because QEMU should set the virtual keyboard to match your actual keyboard (in my case, that's English in the standard US layout), but I like to specify it anyway.

`-rtc base=localtime`

Every classic PC provides a real time clock (RTC) so the system can keep track of time. I set the virtual RTC to match the local time.

`-soundhw sb16,adlib`

If you need sound, especially for games, I prefer to define QEMU with SoundBlaster16 sound hardware and AdLib Music support. SoundBlaster16 and AdLib were the most common audio hardware for DOS systems, so they work pretty much everywhere.

`-device cirrus-vga`

To use graphics, I like to emulate a simple VGA video card. The Cirrus VGA card was a common graphics card at the time, and QEMU can emulate it.

`-hda` and `-cdrom`

QEMU borrows the Linux device naming convention, so use `-hda` to set the first hard drive image, and `-hdb`, `-hdc`, and `-hdd` to set the second, third, and fourth hard drive images. Similarly, you can assign the CD-ROM media using `-cdrom`.

`-boot order=`

You can tell QEMU to boot the virtual machine from a variety of sources. To boot from the floppy drive, specify `-boot=a`. To boot from the first hard drive, use `-boot=c`. Or to boot from a CD-ROM drive, use `-boot=d`. You can combine letters to specify a specific boot preference, such as `-boot=dc` to first use the CD-ROM drive, then the hard drive if the CD-ROM drive does not contain bootable media.

I used these parameters to install FreeDOS on QEMU:
In brief, the command line defines an Intel i386-compatible virtual machine with 16 megabytes of memory, a US English keyboard, and a real-time clock based on my local system time. The command line also defines a classic Sound Blaster 16 sound card, Adlib digital music card, and standard Cirrus Logic VGA card. The file `freedos.img` is defined as the first hard drive (C:) and the `FD12CD.iso` image as the CD-ROM (D:) drive. QEMU is set to boot from that D: CD-ROM drive.

The FreeDOS 1.2 distribution is easy to install. Just follow the prompts.

Running FreeDOS

After installing FreeDOS, you may prefer to boot directly from the virtual C: drive. Modify your QEMU command line to change the boot order, using `-boot order=c`, like this:

```bash
qemu-system-i386 -m 16 -k en-us -rtc base=localtime -soundhw sb16,adlib -device cirrus-vga -hda freedos.img -cdrom FD12CD.iso -boot order=c
```
The FreeDOS 1.2 distribution includes many games and other applications that might interest you. You may need to run the FDIMPLES package manager program to install these extra packages. My favorite game in FreeDOS 1.2 is WING, a space-shooter game that's very reminiscent of the classic arcade game Galaga (The name WING is a recursive acronym for WING is not Galaga).

One of my favorite DOS programs is the shareware As-Easy-As spreadsheet program. It was a popular spreadsheet application from the 1980s and 1990s, and does the same job Microsoft Excel and LibreOffice Calc fulfill today, or that the DOS-based Lotus 1-2-3 did back in the day. As-Easy-As and Lotus 1-2-3 both saved data as WKS files, which newer versions of Microsoft Excel can't read, but LibreOffice Calc may still support, depending on compatibility. While the original version of As-Easy-As was shareware, TRIUS Software made the activation code for As-Easy-As 5.7 available for free.
I’m also quite fond of the GNU Emacs editor, and FreeDOS includes a similar Emacs-like text editor called Freemacs. If you want a more powerful editor than the default FreeDOS Edit, and desire an experience like GNU Emacs, then Freemacs is for you. You can install Freemacs using the FDIMPLES package manager in the FreeDOS 1.2 distribution.

Freemacs is distributed using pkzip-compatible archive files. You can obtain a free pkzip-compatible de-archiver from the Info-Zip Project, which can be found on ftp://ftp.cdrom.com

The editor and source code are usually distributed separately, for those who may want to use Freemacs but don’t care to look at its source.

`emacXXX.zip` program binaries and MINT
`emacXXxs.zip` original .ASM source code

Where XXX is the version of Freemacs.
While you can run DOS on “bare metal” PC hardware, many users find it more convenient to install FreeDOS via a PC emulator. With QEMU or another PC emulator, you can easily install FreeDOS to play classic DOS games and run other DOS programs. Once you’ve set up QEMU as the virtual machine emulator and installed FreeDOS, you are all set to enjoy your favorite classic DOS programs on any system.
Using FDIMPLES

The FreeDOS software distribution originally started as a set of programs to replace the functionality of MS-DOS. We surpassed that goal a long time ago, and our Base install distribution replaces the original DOS. If you install the Full distribution, you get everything in Base plus a bunch of other FreeDOS programs that we find useful.

Programs in the FreeDOS distribution are included as “packages” that can be easily installed by the FreeDOS install program. Really, these are just standard zip files with a predictable directory layout, such as BIN for executable programs, HELP for any help files, SOURCE for original source code, and so on.

For the FreeDOS 1.2 distribution, we included the usual Base and Full packages, which you can install automatically as part of the FreeDOS 1.2 installer. We also included a bunch of extra programs. These are helpful programs that maybe not everyone will want to install, but we wanted to make available to you as part of the FreeDOS 1.2 distribution.

To install these extra packages, use the FDIMPLES program. FDIMPLES is a derivative of the FreeDOS installer, and stands for FreeDOS Installer—My Package List Editor Software. Make sure you have the FreeDOS 1.2 installation CD in your CD-ROM drive, then type FDIMPLES to start the program.
Installing a program

Let's walk through a simple program install. I like the game WING, so I'll use that as an example.

After you start FDIMPLES, you'll see a list of package sets on the left, and a list of packages from that set on the right. As you navigate through each package, you'll see the full package information below.

To install WING, navigate down to the Games package set, and press Tab to get to the list of packages. Scroll down to the WING package, and press the Space Bar to mark it with an X. This selects the package for installation.
You can select other packages, including packages from other package sets. When you're done, select **OK** at the bottom of the screen. FDIMPLES automatically installs the package or packages for you.
Removing a program

The steps to remove a program using FDIMPLES are basically the same as installing a program with FDIMPLES. To demonstrate, let's remove the WING game we just installed.

Again, when you start FDIMPLES, you'll see a list of package sets and packages.

Navigate down to the Games package set, and press Tab to jump to the list of packages. Scroll down to WING, and press the Space Bar to remove the X. This tells FDIMPLES to remove it.
You can select other packages to remove, but for this demonstration, I'll leave it with just the one package. Select **OK** at the bottom of the screen, and FDIMPLES automatically removes the package for you.

```plaintext
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire09.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire08.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire07.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire06.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire05.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire04.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire03.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire02.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire01.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fire00.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\fighter.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\explode.dat
removing C:\games\wing\images\enemy_to.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\enemy_pl.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\enemy_ml.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\enemy_la.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\enemy_bl.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\enemy.dat
removing C:\games\wing\images\destroyed.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\images\bullets.dat
removing C:\games\wing\images\bomber.bmp
removing C:\games\wing\copying.txt
removing C:\FDOS\appinfo\wing.lsm
Package WING has been removed.
```
FreeDOS is an old operating system, but it is new to many people. In 1994, several developers and I came together to create FreeDOS—a complete, free, DOS-compatible operating system you can use to play classic DOS games, run legacy business software, or develop embedded systems.

In 1994, FreeDOS was immediately familiar to anyone who had used Microsoft's proprietary MS-DOS. FreeDOS mimicked MS-DOS as much as possible. As a result, DOS users in the 1990s were able to jump right into FreeDOS. But times have changed. Today, open source developers are more familiar with the Linux command line or they may prefer a graphical desktop like GNOME, making the FreeDOS command line seem alien at first.

New users often ask, “I installed FreeDOS, but how do I use it?” If you haven’t used DOS before, the blinking \texttt{C: \> } DOS prompt can seem a little unfriendly, and maybe scary. This gentle introduction to FreeDOS should get you started. It offers just the basics: how to get around and how to look at files.

\section*{The DOS prompt}

First, let’s look at the empty prompt and what it means.
DOS is a “disk operating system,” created when personal computers ran from floppy disks. Even when computers supported hard drives, it was common in the 1980s and 1990s to switch frequently between the different drives. For example, you might make a backup copy of your most important files to a floppy disk.

DOS referenced each drive by a letter. Early PCs could only have two floppy drives, which were assigned as the **A:** and **B:** drives. The first partition on the first hard drive was the **C:** drive, and so on for other drives. The **C:** in the prompt means you are using the first partition on the first hard drive.

Starting with PC-DOS 2.0 in 1983, DOS also supported directories and subdirectories, much like the directories and subdirectories on Linux filesystems. Unlike Linux, DOS directory names are delimited by `\` instead of `/`. Putting that together with the drive letter, the **C:\** in the prompt means you are in the top, or “root,” directory of the **C:** drive.

The `>` is the literal prompt where you type your DOS commands, like the `$` prompt on many Linux shells. The part before the `>` shows the current working directory, and you type commands at the `>` prompt.
Finding your way around in DOS

The basics of navigating through directories in DOS are very similar to the steps you’d use on the Linux command line. You only need to remember a few commands.

Displaying a directory

When you want to see the contents of the current directory, use the `DIR` command. Since DOS commands are not case-sensitive, you could also type `dir`. By default, DOS displays the details of every file and subdirectory, including the name, extension, size, and last modified date and time.

```
C:\>dir
Volume in drive C is FREEDOS2016
Volume Serial Number is 1716-15E3
Directory of C:\

FDOS <DIR> 00-12-2010  2:01p
AUTOEXEC BAT  1,319 00-12-2018  2:08p
COMMAND COM  66,945 00-28-2006 10:38p
FDCONFIG SYS  762 00-12-2018  2:08p
KERNEL SYS  46,685 05-11-2016  9:42p
        4 file(s)   115,711 bytes
        1 dir(s)  284,073,904 bytes free
C:\>
```

If you don’t want the extra details about individual file sizes, you can display a “wide” directory by using the `/w` option with the `DIR` command. Note that Linux uses the hyphen (-) or double-hyphen (--) to start command-line options, but DOS uses the slash (/).
You can look inside a specific subdirectory by passing the path name as a parameter to DIR. Again, another difference from Linux is that Linux files and directories are case-sensitive, but DOS names are not. DOS will usually display files and directories in all uppercase, but you can equally reference them in lowercase.
Changing the working directory

Once you can see the contents of a directory, you can move into any other directory. On DOS, you change your working directory with the `CDIR` command, also abbreviated as `CD`. You can change into a subdirectory with a command like `CD CHOICE` or into a new path with `CD \FDOS\DOC\CHOICE`.

```
C:\FDOS\DOC>cd choice
C:\FDOS\DOC\CHOICE>dir
Volume in drive C is FREEDOS2016
Volume Serial Number is 1716-15E3

Directory of C:\FDOS\DOC\CHOICE
.
.. <DIR> 08-12-2018 2:01p
BUGS <DIR> 08-12-2018 2:01p
INSTALL 394 04-17-2002 12:39a
README 426 04-17-2002 12:38a
4 file(s) 3,032 bytes
2 dir(s) 204,073,984 bytes free
C:\FDOS\DOC\CHOICE>
```

Just like on the Linux command line, DOS uses `.` to represent the current directory, and `..` for the parent directory (one level “up” from the current directory). You can combine these. For example, `CD ..` changes to the parent directory, and `CD ..\..` moves you two levels “up” from the current directory.

FreeDOS also borrows a feature from Linux: You can type `CD -` to jump back to your previous working directory. This is handy after you change into a new path to do one thing and want to go back to your previous work.
Changing the working drive

Under Linux, the concept of a drive is hidden. In Linux and other Unix systems, you “mount” a drive to a directory path, such as /backup, or the system does it for you automatically, such as /var/run/media/user/flashdrive. But DOS is a much simpler system. With DOS, you must change the working drive by yourself.

Remember that DOS assigns the first partition on the first hard drive as the C: drive, and so on for other drive letters. On modern systems, people rarely divide a hard drive with multiple DOS partitions; they simply use the whole disk, or as much of it as they can assign to DOS. Today, C: is usually the first hard drive, and D: is usually another hard drive or the CD-ROM drive. Other network drives can be mapped to other letters, such as E: or Z: or however you want to organize them.

Changing drives is easy under DOS. Just type the drive letter followed by a colon (:) on the command line, and DOS will change to that working drive. For example, on my system, my D: drive contains install programs for various DOS applications and games I want to test.
Other things to try

With the CD and DIR commands, you have the basics of DOS navigation. These commands allow you to find your way around DOS directories and see what other subdirectories and files exist. Once you are comfortable with basic navigation, you might also try these other basic DOS commands:

- **MKDIR** or **MD** to create new directories
- **RMDIR** or **RD** to remove directories
- **TREE** to view a list of directories and subdirectories in a tree-like format
- **TYPE** and **MORE** to display file contents
- **RENAME** or **REN** to rename files
- **DEL** or **ERASE** to delete files
- **CLS** to clear the screen
• **EDIT** to edit files

If those aren't enough, you can find a list of common DOS commands in the cheat sheet at the end of this e-book.

In FreeDOS, you can use the `/?` parameter to get brief instructions to use each command. For example, `EDIT /?` will show you the usage and options for the editor. Or you can type `HELP` to use an interactive FreeDOS help system.

Like any DOS, FreeDOS is meant to be a simple operating system. The DOS filesystem is pretty easy to navigate with only a few basic commands. So feel free to experiment with the FreeDOS command line. Maybe now it won’t seem so scary.
2. Running Applications
In the early 1990s, I was an undergraduate physics student at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls. A major component of our program was the physics lab. Every semester of the two-year general physics track included a lab. Later in the program, physics students participated in Physics Lab 301 and 302, also known as Junior Lab because most of us took them in our junior year. Depending on your program focus, you might also take other physics labs.

As you can imagine, a large part of my physics degree involved time in a lab. I constantly analyzed data, so it shouldn't be very surprising to learn that I depended on a quality spreadsheet program.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the most common spreadsheet program for MS-DOS was Lotus 1-2-3. I remember my dad installed a copy of Lotus 1-2-3 on our home computer, but that was really the take home license from his office. Lotus 1-2-3 was excellent software, but it was far too expensive for me at the time. I soon discovered the As-Easy-As spreadsheet, a shareware program that provided basically the same functionality and features of Lotus 1-2-3, but at a fraction of the cost.

Shareware was still something of a new idea in the early 1990s. The basic idea was that you could install the software and try it out. If you liked it, you registered the program by sending the author a check. Most shareware registration fees were pretty low, usually $20 to $30, depending on the program. The shareware model encouraged you to share the program with friends, such as by passing around the install program on a floppy disk, hence the name “shareware.”
I don't know how many times I used As-Easy-As to help analyze my lab data, but it was a lot. I especially appreciated the linear regression function, which fit the best line to a linear data set, including standard deviations of the slope and intercept. These error analysis values were a required element of our physics labs, and while I could run linear data analysis via a FORTRAN program on our campus VAX system, it was not always convenient. Using As-Easy-As on my home computer, I could run the analysis without leaving my dorm or apartment, and without having to dial into the often-busy modem pool.

As-Easy-As was my favorite DOS program of the era, no question, and I still have a great fondness for As-Easy-As, many years later. Whenever I install FreeDOS somewhere, I usually install As-Easy-As, as well.

If you're new to FreeDOS and wonder, “What can I do with FreeDOS?” then I encourage you to try As-Easy-As. While the original version of As-Easy-As was shareware, TRIUS Software has since posted the original install files and activation code for As-Easy-As 5.7, including the full user manual, for free (this isn't free software or even open source software, but a closed source program that is now available at no cost.). Thanks, TRIUS!

Installation is simple; just unzip the package and run the installer. When you've done that, find your way to the As-Easy-As directory (by default, that's C:\ASEASY), and type ASEASY.EXE.
Data and calculations

If you are familiar with modern spreadsheet programs like LibreOffice Calc or Microsoft Excel, you will notice a few differences in As-Easy-As. That's because As-Easy-As tried to be as much like Lotus 1-2-3 as possible. Microsoft, and later LibreOffice, tried to simplify the spreadsheet and introduced some new standards. You'll notice this in how you enter data into the spreadsheet.

There are three basic ways to enter data:

Number data

Spreadsheets were built for numbers. That's their specialty. So As-Easy-As (as most other spreadsheets) make it really easy to enter numbers. Just type a number.

String data

In Excel and other modern spreadsheets, you can just type in a string, like the label for a column. As long as the string doesn't look like a number, then Excel saves that data as a string. As-Easy-As sort of works the same way. If you enter an \( x \) in a spreadsheet cell, As-Easy-As saves that as an “x” string. But it's safer to enter strings by starting them with a single quote. So instead of typing \( x \), you type 'x.

Calculations

This is really where things are different under As-Easy-As versus modern spreadsheets. In Excel or other spreadsheets, you start a calculation with the = sign. So to enter a calculation like “cell A1 plus one” in Excel, you type =A1+1. In As-Easy-As, you start calculations with a + sign. So to enter the same calculation in As-Easy-As, you type +A1+1.

Or as you'll see below, you can also start a calculation with @.

Functions

The power of spreadsheets is in their functions. Functions make calculations really easy. Every spreadsheet has the same basic functions: calculate the sum of a list of numbers, averages, and so on. Some of these functions are named differently As-Easy-As than modern spreadsheets. For
example, the function to calculate an average of a list of numbers is \texttt{AVERAGE} on Excel, and \texttt{AVG} on As-Easy-As.

Functions in As-Easy-As are set off with an \texttt{@} character. So the summation function is actually entered as \texttt{@SUM} and the average function as \texttt{@AVG}.

In As-Easy-As, you can get a list of all the spreadsheet functions, and how to use them, in the online help. Just press the \texttt{F1} key and see the list of available functions.

\textbf{Example: Plotting a line}

Let's walk through a simple example.

As an undergraduate physics student, I often used As-Easy-As to perform linear regression. As a quick example, I created a simple table of \(x,y\) data that described a line (\(y=x\)). Because a line that is exactly \(y=x\) isn’t very interesting, I added some randomness to it using the random number function (\texttt{@RAND}). The random number function generates a random value between zero and one, and I chose to center the randomness around the \(y=x\) line. So for each \(x\), the corresponding \(y\) value was \(x+@RAND-0.5\).

In the spreadsheet, you can reference another cell using a cell reference. So the value \texttt{A2} references whatever value is stored in column A, row 2. Once you enter the calculation \(+A2+@RAND-0.5\) into the \texttt{B2} cell, you can copy the cell to other cells in the same column, and As-Easy-As will propagate the cell references. Similar to autofill in LibreOffice Calc and Microsoft Excel, the \texttt{B3} cell bases its calculations from the \texttt{A3} cell, and so on.
I mentioned that As-Easy-As includes a useful linear regression analysis. You tell As-Easy-As where to find the data, and where to prints its results. As you can see below, As-Easy-As fit a straight line of slope 1.011 ± 0.033 and intercept -0.17 ± 0.25 to my randomized linear data.

And the chart from this data:
Example: Projecting a trend

Here's another simple example:

What if you wanted to project a trend of current data? I track how many times people download the FreeDOS 1.2 distribution from our website. It's pretty constant, so I entered the download counts for the month of July 2018 into As-Easy-As, and generated a simple trend starting from the middle of the month.

Since downloads are pretty constant, I made the simple assumption to use the average function on the previous data. That is, the next day's downloads should be pretty close to the average of the days before it. In As-Easy-As, I needed to enter the `@AVG` function to reference a range of cells.
Referencing a range in LibreOffice Calc, Microsoft Excel or other modern spreadsheets uses the `:` separator, so to reference the five values in column A, rows 2 to 6, you would enter A2:A6. In As-Easy-As, you use the `..` separator. You reference the same range using A2..A6.

That's all that's required to generate a simple trend of our download data in July. Since I already had the complete data, I also generated a simple calculation of the difference of the trend prediction versus the actual value.
As-Easy-As is a powerful spreadsheet program that supports more capabilities than I've shown here. As you explore As-Easy-As, remember that the power of any spreadsheet program is in manipulating numbers. If you can track something using numbers, you can leverage the flexibility of a spreadsheet. And As-Easy-As makes managing a spreadsheet as easy as 1, 2, 3.
In the 1990s, my spreadsheet of choice was first the venerable Lotus 1-2-3, then the shareware As-Easy-As. As an undergraduate physics student at university, I was always analyzing data from some lab, and I lived by my spreadsheet.

Aside from Lotus 1-2-3 and As-Easy-As, I also experimented with other spreadsheet programs. I loved numbers, and spreadsheets made it easy to enter, manipulate, and display data. So when a new spreadsheet program came along, I tried it out.

**Borland’s Quattro Pro**

Quattro Pro was the first DOS program I encountered that used a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) interface. Even though Quattro Pro was a DOS application, the program actually ran in graphics mode. This allowed the application to render numbers and text using fonts, lending a modern feel to the spreadsheet. The DOS version of Quattro Pro looks similar to today’s spreadsheets with the sans-serif, proportionally-spaced, black-on-white text, and clickable row and column headers rendered as buttons.

The graphics mode also allowed Quattro Pro to fit more text on the screen without it feeling crowded. In other DOS spreadsheets, you really only have room for about 20 rows on screen. That’s because a DOS text console runs at 80 columns and 25 lines (standard) and with a cell data line, column headers, horizontal scroll bar, status line, and help line, you’ve already taken five lines from the screen (leaving 20 for data). But Quattro Pro runs in graphical mode, so it can display text
at various sizes. Quattro Pro manages to squeeze in a menu bar, quick-reference action bar, cell data line, column headers, horizontal scroll bar, and status line, and still have room for 20 spreadsheet rows.

Like other spreadsheets at the time, Quattro Pro used the same data entry rules as Lotus 1-2-3, using .. to specify ranges of data (modern spreadsheets use :), + to start calculations and @ to reference functions (today’s spreadsheets use =), and other rules.

**Example: Plotting a line**

A common function needed by many professionals (and physics students like me) was the ability to fit a line to x,y data. To test this feature, I generated a simple line y=x. Because a straight line isn’t very interesting, I added some randomness to the data using the random number function. This generates a random value between 0 and 1, so I centered the randomness using the cell function +x+@RAND-0.5.
As you can see, Quattro Pro fit a straight line of slope 0.98 ± 0.02, and intercept 0.29 ± 0.14. That's the \( y=x \) line that you'd expect.

Charting the data is just as easy. I added the straight line by defining a second \( y \) series that was the same as the \( x \) series. You can adjust line types in Quattro Pro, like other spreadsheets, so I adjusted the chart series to show data as red dots and the line as dotted green without points.
An advantage to running the spreadsheet in graphics mode all the time, is generating a chart seems to run faster. The program doesn't need to flip the display into graphics mode; it just erases the display and draws a chart.

Quattro Pro has the feel of a modern spreadsheet, mostly due to running in a graphical WYSIWYG mode. This was just one way that Quattro Pro was ahead of its time. How interesting to run a DOS spreadsheet program from the late 1980s and have it feel like a modern computer system.
While Lotus 1-2-3 was an important spreadsheet program for DOS, and arguably the “killer app” for MS-DOS, it was not the first spreadsheet for personal computers. That honor belongs to VisiCalc.

Dan Bricklin first developed VisiCalc for the Apple II home computer, and later ported to MS-DOS. As the first spreadsheet, it had few of the features found in modern spreadsheet programs. Basically, VisiCalc presented a grid with letters for columns and numbers for rows, and allowed you to enter data in each cell.
Example: Adding a list of numbers

For a simple demonstration, I entered a list of numbers, and used the summation function (`@SUM`) to automatically calculate the list's total value.
Performing these calculations so effortlessly on sets of data immediately made VisiCalc the must-have application for businesses. With a computer-based spreadsheet, workers could perform dependent calculations much more quickly than the same calculations by hand on a paper spreadsheet.

Note the use of \texttt{...} to specify a range, such as \texttt{A1...A10}. This differed in later DOS spreadsheets, which used \texttt{..} to indicate a range, and modern spreadsheets that use \texttt{:}.

Like other DOS spreadsheets it preceded, VisiCalc used \texttt{/} to access the program's menu. The spreadsheet's commands were represented by single letters, such as \texttt{B} to blank the values from a cell, or \texttt{M} to move a row or column. While this may seem unfriendly at first, frequent users found they learned the keystrokes very quickly.

To exit the program, tap the \texttt{/} key, then \texttt{S} to bring up the storage menu.
Select the Q (quit) action, and type Y to confirm.

VisiCalc provides an effective spreadsheet that does the basics of managing and manipulating numbers, but don’t expect much more than that. If all you need is the capability to track lists of numbers and perform calculations against them, VisiCalc will do the job quite well. You can
download a free version of VisiCalc from Dan Bricklin's VisiCalc website (www.bricklin.com) and access other free resources including a cheat sheet.
In the 1980s, my preferred word processor was WordPerfect. It was a great word processing system. WordPerfect was fast, powerful, and streamlined. I liked that WordPerfect “got out of the way” so it only displayed my text, plus a small status bar at the bottom of the screen.

I used WordPerfect throughout the 1980s, but moved on to a different DOS word processor soon after 1990.
WordPerfect could be very challenging to use. It uses the function keys to access different features, like turning bold text on or off, or centering a block of text, or saving your work. Each function key \texttt{F1} to \texttt{F12} could be modified using \textit{Alt}, \textit{Ctrl}, or \textit{Shift}, with a possible set of 48 different key combinations. In practice, not all of the function combinations were used.

In my test, I wrote a simple document that demonstrated centered text and simple formatting.

A powerful feature of WordPerfect was Reveal Codes, which allowed you to see how the word processor translated your document. Have you ever messed up a document in LibreOffice or Microsoft Word, adding some random formatting, and you wish you could go in and remove the one weird formatting code? With Reveal Codes, you could do that.
As an experiment, I loaded my test file into LibreOffice, and it imported correctly. Granted, this wasn’t a very complex document, but it was interesting to see that LibreOffice could read WordPerfect files.

If you’re interested in learning about the history of WordPerfect, you may also want to read Almost Perfect by Pete Peterson.
You may have heard that Game of Thrones author George R.R. Martin uses WordStar 4.0 to write his books. I thought it would be interesting to go back and look at this classic word processor on FreeDOS.

Maybe you've heard of WordStar but haven't used it, and that wouldn't be a surprise. WordStar is a very old program. Originally written for CP/M 8-bit computer systems in the late 1970s, WordStar was later ported to MS-DOS systems in the early 1980s. WordStar was one of the first programs for DOS.

At the time, WordStar was noted for being a difficult program. While you might find it quite simple today, that doesn't mean WordStar will be easy for new users. If you haven't used it before, be prepared for a learning curve.

WordStar opens with a menu where users can open a document, print a file, or do other file operations.
WordStar includes several sample documents that demonstrate various features of the word processor, or provide an opportunity to experiment with the system. I opened an existing document (TEXT.DOC, containing an excerpt from Gulliver's Travels) as a simple demo of WordStar.

---

**Gulliver's Travels**

Part I

A Voyage to Lilliput

Chap. I

My father had a small estate in Nottinghamshire; I was the third of five sons. He sent me to Emanuel College in Cambridge at fourteen years old, where I resided three years, and applied myself close to my studies: but the charge of maintaining me...
The upper third of the screen is devoted to a quick-reference menu of WordStar’s functions. As you become more familiar with WordStar, you can turn off display of this menu, giving you more screen area to display your document.

Unfortunately, WordStar is not open source software, so we cannot include it in future FreeDOS distributions, but it’s interesting to try out this original DOS application.
Why Screenshots Look Weird

If you remember the early PC era, or if you are a hobbyist who uses original PC hardware, maybe you wonder why PC emulator screenshots don't quite look like screens running on real hardware.

Screenshots of PC emulators look “stretched” horizontally. That's because PC emulators represent pixels as individual squares, like modern computer displays. But the original CRT monitors didn't use square pixels. Instead, the pixels were in a matrix that effectively squeezed pixels together horizontally.

It's really noticeable in text-mode screenshots. For example, here's a screenshot of FreeDOS 1.2, taken in QEMU:
And my favorite DOS spreadsheet, As-Easy-As:

Technically, the PC uses an 8×16 character set, with an extra pixel of spacing to provide some spacing between letters. The result is an effective 9×16 character set. In text mode, QEMU
emulates this standard PC character set, at 9 pixels wide by 16 pixels high. So it's easy math to understand why this 80×25 display is 720×400 pixels in size.

If you’re running FreeDOS on modern hardware, such as a laptop, using an LCD screen (most common today), then this screenshot should look normal to you. The problem is that original PC hardware didn’t use an exactly square pixel. So when you compare this 720×400 screenshot to original hardware, the screenshot looks weird.

**Pixels aren't always square**

The pixel hasn’t always been a square dot. In modern flat panel displays, such as LCD, the pixel is a roughly square arrangement of red, green, and blue rectangles. Light all of them at once, and the human eye perceives them as a white square.

Original PC hardware used the CRT (cathode ray tube). The CRT used a hexagonal arrangement of red, green, and blue dots. Because these were not rectilinear, each pixel overlapped with the one next to it.

In the image below, I've modified a photo showing the arrangement of RGB on both CRT (top) and LCD (bottom). I've also outlined two adjacent pixels, one with a solid white line, and the next with a dotted white outline. You can see the LCD pixels adjoin, where the CRT pixels overlap slightly.

The result is that text on CRT displays looks a little different than text on LCD displays. Not a lot different, but a little different.

Computer displays on the early IBM PC models used a 4:3 aspect ratio, and the character generator outputted 80×25 text that neatly filled the screen. In modern PC emulators, a pixel in text mode is represented as a single square dot. That means 80×25 text at 9×16 pixel dimensions fills a 720×400 screen, at an aspect ratio of 72:40, or about 5.4:3 aspect ratio. So the text appears too wide, compared to original PC hardware.
Peter Halasz's photo (Pixel geometry 01 Pengo.jpg) is available on Wikipedia under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license.
If I take the original QEMU screenshots, and resize them to have the same height but narrower image width, I can put the 80×25 display into a 4:3 aspect ratio. These screenshots have been forced to 533×400 pixels, which is 80×25 in 4:3 aspect ratio.
This looks more like how I remember using DOS in the 1980s and 1990s.

So if you've used FreeDOS on classic PC hardware, and wondered why the screen looks a little different than the screenshots we use on the FreeDOS website, that's why. Original hardware used a 4:3 display, but modern PC emulators use a one-for-one pixel display in text mode.
3. History
I grew up in the 1970s and 1980s. My parents wanted to expose me and my brother to computers from an early age, so they bought an Apple II clone called the Franklin Ace 1000. I’m sure the first thing we used it for was playing games, but it didn’t take long before we asked, “How does it work?” Our parents bought us a book about how to program in Applesoft BASIC, and we taught ourselves.

I remember my first programs were pretty standard stuff. Eventually I developed a fondness for creating simulations and turn-based games. For example, my friends and I played Dungeons and Dragons in our spare time, and I wrote several D&D-style games. A favorite hobby was re-creating the computer readouts from television shows and movies. Perhaps my largest effort was a program, based on the 1983 movie WarGames, that let you “play” global thermonuclear war.

Later, we replaced the Apple with an IBM PC. The BASIC environment on DOS was different from Applesoft BASIC, but I figured it out easily enough. I continued writing programs on it throughout my junior high and high school years.

In 1990, I became an undergraduate physics student continuing to write programs on the side. I learned the C programming language and picked up a C compiler. I wrote lots of utilities to help me analyze lab data or add new features to the MS-DOS command line. Like many others at the time, I also created utilities that replaced and enhanced the MS-DOS command line.

The university had a computer lab, giving me access to the VAX and Unix systems. I really liked Unix. The command line was similar to MS-DOS, but more powerful. I learned to use Unix when I was in the computer labs, but I still used MS-DOS on my personal computer. By running MS-DOS, I could use my favorite programs to write papers and help analyze lab data.
I discovered the concept of shareware programs, and I thought it was a pretty neat idea. I found MS-DOS shareware programs that filled my needs. I switched from WordPerfect to the shareware GalaxyWrite word processor to write papers. I used As-Easy-As to do spreadsheet analysis and Telix to dial into the university's computer lab when I needed to use a Unix system.

In 1993, I learned about a Unix system that I could run on my home computer for free. This Linux system seemed just as powerful as the university's Unix systems, but now I could run everything on my home computer. I installed Linux on my PC, dual-booted with MS-DOS. I thought Linux was neat and I used it a lot, but still spent most of my time in MS-DOS. Because let's face it, in 1993, there were a lot more applications and games on MS-DOS than on Linux.

How FreeDOS started

Because MS-DOS was my favorite operating system, I had built up this library of utilities I'd written to add new functionality to MS-DOS. I just thought DOS was a great operating system. I'd used Windows by this point, but if you remember the era, you know Windows 3.1 wasn't a great platform. I preferred doing my work at the command line, not with a mouse.

In early 1994, I started seeing a lot of interviews with Microsoft executives in tech magazines saying the next version of Windows would totally do away with MS-DOS. I looked at Windows 3.1 and said, “If Windows 3.2 or Windows 4.0 will be anything like Windows 3.1, I want nothing to do with it.”

Having experience with Linux, I thought, “If developers can come together over the internet to write a complete Unix operating system, surely we can do the same thing with DOS.” After all, DOS was a fairly straightforward operating system compared to Unix. DOS ran one task at a time (aka single-tasking) and had a simpler memory model. I'd already written a number of utilities that expanded the MS-DOS command line, so I had a head start.

I asked around the Usenet comp.os.msdos.apps discussion group. Although others were interested in a free DOS, no one wanted to start such a project. So, I volunteered to do it.

On June 29, 1994, I posted this to comp.os.msdos.apps:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PD-DOS PROJECT:

A few months ago, I posted articles relating to starting a public domain version of DOS. The general support for this at the time was strong, and many people agreed with the statement, “start writing!”

So, I have...
Announcing the first effort to produce a PD-DOS. I have written up a “manifest” describing the goals of such a project and an outline of the work, as well as a “task list” that shows exactly what needs to be written. I’ll post those here, and let discussion follow.

If you are thinking about developing, or have ideas or suggestions for PD-DOS, I would appreciate direct email to me. If you just want to discuss the merits or morals of writing a PD-DOS, I’ll leave that to the net. I’ll check in from time to time to see how the discussion is going, and maybe contribute a little to what promises to be a very polarized debate!

I am excited about PD-DOS, and I am hoping I can get a group started!

—James Hall

PS—of course, if this already exists, please point me to the group leader so I can at least contribute!

Developers contacted me almost immediately. We had all written our own MS-DOS extensions, power tools that expanded what you could do on the MS-DOS command line. We pooled our utilities and looked on public FTP sites for public domain source code to other programs that replicated the features of MS-DOS.

A note about the name: When I started the project, I didn’t fully understand the nuances between “free software” and “public domain.” I assumed they were the same. And certainly, many of the free tools we found on FTP sites were released into the public domain. I adopted the name PD-DOS for Public Domain DOS. It took only a few weeks before I realized we wanted the protection of the GNU General Public License, which would make our DOS project a free software project. By late July, we changed the name to Free-DOS. Later, we dropped the hyphen to become FreeDOS.

How FreeDOS is used today

Over the years, developers have shared with me how they use FreeDOS to run embedded systems. My all-time favorite example is a developer who used FreeDOS to power a pinball machine. FreeDOS ran an application that controlled the board, tallied the score, and updated the back display. I don’t know exactly how it was built, but one way such a system could work is to have every bumper register a “key” on a keyboard bus and the application simply read from that input. I thought it was cool.
People sometimes forget about legacy software, but it pops up in unexpected places. I used to be campus CIO of a small university, and a faculty member once brought in some floppy disks with old research data on them. The data wasn't stored in plain text files, rather as DOS application data. None of our modern systems would read the old data files, so we booted a spare PC with FreeDOS, downloaded a shareware DOS program that could read the application data, and exported the data to plain text.

A few years ago, we ran a survey to see how people use FreeDOS. We found that people use FreeDOS in three different ways:

**To play classic DOS games**

You can play your favorite DOS games on FreeDOS. There are a lot of great classic games to play: Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, Commander Keen, Rise of the Triad, Jill of the Jungle, Duke Nukem, and many others!

**To run legacy software**

Need to recover data from an old business program? Or maybe you need to run a report from your old finance system? Just install your legacy software under FreeDOS, and you'll be good to go!

**To develop embedded systems**

If you support an older embedded system, you might be running DOS. And FreeDOS can fit in very well.

I think these still represent most FreeDOS usage these days, although I'll admit fewer people probably develop embedded systems on FreeDOS. Much of the embedded systems market has shifted to Linux, where there's more developer interest. I think the Raspberry Pi and other low-cost and low-power devices have made Linux in embedded devices very attractive, so you don't see DOS in embedded systems as much today.

You can probably add a fourth category to those FreeDOS use cases: updating BIOS. I get a lot of email and comments from people who still boot FreeDOS to update the BIOS in their computer system. DOS is still a safe way to do that.
History of the FreeDOS Kernel

Pasquale “Pat” Villani created the FreeDOS kernel, the core of the FreeDOS operating system. Sadly, Pat passed away in August 2011.

Pat and I were good friends. Although we never met in person, we chatted on the phone several times, and had lots and lots of email conversations, half the time about FreeDOS and half about just anything. Since Pat isn’t here to share his FreeDOS story, I thought I could attempt to retell his story as best I can.

To start, I’ll quote Pat’s now-defunct Open Source Depot website, where he once shared the history of his DOS kernel experiment, which later became the FreeDOS kernel.

It started with an experiment

DOS-C started in 1988 as an experiment in writing device drivers in C for Microsoft’s MS-DOS. Both block and character device drivers were written, along with special C data structures to match the MS-DOS request packet. It was then recognized that using the same techniques, an operating system could be written that would take advantage of the C language features and would require much less time to develop than the traditional assembly language techniques. Although UNIX had proven this earlier, it was not tried with a traditional PC operating system.

At this time, a minimal operating system using the device drivers written earlier along with a new 8086 interrupt API was developed. It was called XDOS and proved to be a functional operating
system. This new operating system was used to develop booting techniques and a C library SDK was developed for it.

XDOS enhancements were started in 1989 and MS-DOS was chosen as the new API. A more advanced architecture was also developed. This included the use of an IPL (intermediate program loader) to set up the operating environment prior to loading the operating system itself and reentrant system calls facilitating real-time applications. This version, known as NSS-DOS, was completed and demonstrated in 1991. As a result of these demonstrations, NSS was approached to supply source license for this operating system by a major defense contractor. The only new requirement—it had to run on 68K processors.

This presented a new challenge. Due to the MS-DOS model used for the API, NSS-DOS relied heavily on a segmented architecture. To meet this challenge, a major redesign of NSS-DOS was undertaken. New proprietary techniques were developed that allowed the same source to be compiled on a variety of hosts and with a wide range of compilers. This new version, DOS/NT, was the result of this new project. The kernel was redesigned as a microkernel along with logical separation of the file system, memory and task managers. A new DOS API was designed along with a new DOS SDK to guarantee portability. Additionally, all processor unique code was separated from the core functions. The result is the highly portable operating system that DOS/NT represents.

After a number of successful commercial applications, DOS/NT became part of both DOSEmu and FreeDOS.

**Contributing to FreeDOS**

Pat wanted to contribute his kernel to an open source software project that would find it useful. I think it was late 1994 that Pat emailed the DOSEmu folks, asking if they were interested in his DOS-compatible kernel. The DOSEmu team thought Pat's kernel was really interesting, and suggested he contribute his DOS kernel to the FreeDOS Project. The DOSEmu developers helped Pat get in touch with me.

Pat had created a DOS-like kernel that was feature-complete with earlier versions of MS-DOS, like MS-DOS 4 or 3.3. And Pat had licensed his kernel under the GNU General Public License, which meant we could include it in FreeDOS.

We immediately adopted Pat's kernel as the new FreeDOS kernel. Over time, other developers contributed to the FreeDOS kernel, including Aitor Santamaria, Arkady Belousov, Bernd Blaauwm Brian Reifsnyder, Charles Dye, Eduardo Casino, Eric Auer, Geraldo Netto, Jason Hood, Luchezar Georgiev, Ron Cemer, ror4, Steffen Kaiser, Tom Ehlert, and others. Some volunteered as kernel maintainers, including Jeremy Davis, Bart Oldeman, Jim Tabor, and John Price. Among these many
names, I'd like to give special kudos to Jim Tabor, who forklifted our kernel to support network redirection. Without this feature, FreeDOS would not have network and CD-ROM support.

If you're interested in learning more about the FreeDOS kernel's development and function or how to create a DOS-compatible kernel, you may also want to read FreeDOS Kernel; An MS-DOS Emulator for Platform Independence and Embedded Systems Development by Pat Villani.
History of the FreeDOS Distributions

They say that for any open source software project to get traction at the beginning, it needs to release early and release often. That's just what we did when we started the FreeDOS Project.

Our first goal was to identify the functionality of MS-DOS we wanted to replicate. Once we had a list of commands and features, we began searching for free software and public domain tools to fill those needs. We found several, including a neat replacement for PRINT called SPOOL, which operated in the background to print to the line printer when the computer was less busy. For those commands where we couldn't find existing tools, we wrote our own. Tim Norman was one of our first contributors, and started work on a replacement for the COMMAND shell, later dubbed FreeCOM.

Alpha: The early days

Once we had a core set of utilities, we released the FreeDOS Alpha 1 Distribution on September 16, 1994.

We didn't have a kernel yet, so FreeDOS was still incomplete at this point; you needed a copy of MS-DOS to use as the kernel. But the alpha release got the attention of other DOS developers, who soon contributed new features and new commands. With new features and functionality contributed by our developer community, we released FreeDOS Alpha 2 Distribution in very late 1994.
From there, we attempted regular releases of the FreeDOS Alpha. We released the FreeDOS Alpha 3 Distribution in January 1995. A few months later, we made the FreeDOS Alpha 4 Distribution sometime after May 20, 1995 and before June 18, 1995.

Our next two alpha releases took a while to get out the door. We were starting to grow as a community, and things were stabilizing. A little over a year later, we released the FreeDOS Alpha 5 Distribution on August 10, 1996. More than a year after that, we made the FreeDOS Alpha 6 Distribution in November 1996.

**Beta: Not yet ready for prime time**

All through the alpha releases, we were missing something; there was no installer for FreeDOS. To update an existing FreeDOS system, you had to manually transfer the new kernel to the system using the SYS program, then unzip the entire alpha package to your computer. We needed to make FreeDOS easier to install, which meant we needed an automated install program. So I spent a few weekends writing one.

Our first installer wasn’t very pretty. It simply automated the setup steps via a batch file, then ran the install program to let you select what packages and package sets you wanted to install on your system. It just scrolled text from the bottom of the screen without console menus, but it worked. With this, we had the start of a new FreeDOS distribution.

The new installer deserved a new version for the next FreeDOS distribution. We were still far from “1.0,” but with the new installer, we moved from alpha to beta.

We created code names for the beta releases because we thought it was an interesting beta-ish thing to do. Mostly it was just fun. There wasn’t a scheme to the names; we just assigned a code name from whatever seemed relevant at the time.

I released the FreeDOS Beta 1 “Orlando” Distribution on April 24, 1998, just before I went to visit my brother in Orlando, Florida. I thought it would be cool to name the distribution based on that trip. I think I literally uploaded the new release, then finished packing so we could fly down the next morning.

A few months later, we released the FreeDOS Beta 2 “Marvin” Distribution on October 28, 1998. The name came from the old VAX system that we used in our campus computer lab around the time I created the FreeDOS Project. Sometime in October 1998, I returned to campus as part of an alumni event and learned that the university had finally decommissioned the last of the old system. I named the FreeDOS Beta 2 release after the venerable system I used so fondly as an undergraduate student.
We fell into a semi-regular update cycle, and released the FreeDOS Beta 3 “Ventura” Distribution a few months later, on April 22, 1999. I live in Minnesota; we had elected former WWE wrestler Jesse Ventura as our governor the previous fall, and he assumed office that January. By April, he’d probably done something really dumb, and I thought it was funny to use his name as the Beta 3 code name.

Around this time, someone started a discussion on the email list about the FreeDOS Project adopting a mascot. I thought a mascot would be cool, but I don’t think I pushed the idea of adopting an official FreeDOS mascot because I didn’t want to get distracted by the noise that would create. As a compromise for myself, I named the next beta release the FreeDOS Beta 4 “Lemur” Distribution on December 29, 1999 as a way of “adopting” a mascot when we really didn’t have one. I always thought lemurs looked cool, so I tried to insert the lemur as our mascot.

After a bit of a lag, we released the FreeDOS Beta 5 “Lara” Distribution on August 11, 2000. I played a lot of Tomb Raider on the PlayStation in the late 1990s. I think the Lara code name came about because I was really looking forward to the upcoming Tomb Raider Chronicles game (released in November 2000), featuring the character Lara Croft. This was advertised as the last Tomb Raider game in the series, so I memorialized it in the Beta 5 code name.

The next beta release also marks a sad time for me. Our beloved cat Midnite died in March 2001 during the run-up to the next release. I named the next beta after him, as the FreeDOS Beta 6 “Midnite” Distribution on March 30, 2001.

For the next FreeDOS release, I passed the distribution maintainer role to someone else. We released the FreeDOS Beta 7 “Spears” Distribution on September 8, 2001. I’m not completely sure about the origin of the name, but I think it had something to do with Britney Spears. Her self-titled album Britney would be released in November 2001, and in September 2001 we would have heard a ton of her music on the radio to advertise the upcoming album. So we probably had that on our minds when we picked the code name.

Jeremy Davis posted the next version of FreeDOS, releasing the FreeDOS Beta 8 “Nikita” Distribution on April 7, 2002, and the FreeDOS Beta 8 H1 (“Hot Release 1”) Distribution a few months later on September 15, 2002. I’m not sure where the “Nikita” name came from.

We changed distribution maintainers again for the next version. Bernd Blaauw didn’t think we were ready yet for a beta 9 version, so the next release was instead a release candidate. Bernd released the FreeDOS Beta 9 “Methusalem” RC1 Distribution on July 19, 2003. I suspect the code name came about because the Bible says Methusalem lived the longest at 969 years old, and Bernd might have been making a joke at how long DOS had been around.

After Beta 9 RC1, we decided the code names thing had run its course, so we stopped giving cute names to releases. The FreeDOS Beta 9 RC2 Distribution on September 1, 2003 was the first since the FreeDOS release not to have a code name.
We made our way towards the inevitable “1.0” by increments. I think everyone pretty much realized that the “1.0” release would be a big deal, and we wanted that version to be as perfect as we could make it. We weren't satisfied with broken functionality, so each new distribution was a tiny step forward. We walked our way through the beta 9 release candidates in several stages: the FreeDOS Beta 9 RC3 Distribution (September 28, 2003), the FreeDOS Beta 9 RC4 Distribution (February 5, 2004), and the FreeDOS Beta 9 RC5 Distribution (April 20, 2004).

With five release candidates, we felt ready to finally release the FreeDOS Beta 9 Distribution on September 28, 2005. We made some service release updates to the Beta 9 soon after: the FreeDOS Beta 9 SR1 Distribution on November 30, 2004 and the FreeDOS Beta 9 SR2 Distribution a year later on November 30, 2005.

**1.0 and beyond**

We took three years to go through the beta 9 cycle, but we wanted to make sure we were ready before the official “1.0” release. The following year, we finally felt FreeDOS was ready! We released the FreeDOS 1.0 Distribution on September 3, 2006.

The “1.0” release was a big deal. Every software project considers the “1.0” release to be a major milestone. It’s when you decide everything is stable and ready for prime-time. But after “1.0,” what to do next? We’d mostly achieved parity with MS-DOS. You could run pretty much any DOS program on FreeDOS, except some versions of Windows. And MS-DOS compatibility wasn’t a moving target. So many of us didn't feel much need to create an update to the FreeDOS distribution for some years.

It would be almost six years before the next version of FreeDOS. We posted the FreeDOS 1.1 Distribution on January 2, 2012. Technically, the release was ready on December 31, 2011 but that's New Year's Day, and we didn't want to make a major release on a holiday. So we waited a day before I released it on the website. Because we had transitioned our FreeDOS News system to use GMT time, not local time, the news item was stamped with a January 2, 2012 date.

A few years later we'd started to collect enough updates to the FreeDOS core system that we decided to make a new FreeDOS release. But I wanted “1.2” to be more than a simple package update. I decided that our install program was outdated. We'd continued to make updates to it since the first beta distribution in 1998, but I thought we should rewrite the installer to reduce the number of steps to install FreeDOS. Jerome Shidel volunteered to write the new installer, based on a set of batch script power tools. Jerome's “V8” tools created a whole new install process, basically one smart batch program.

Jerome made many pre-release FreeDOS distributions, ending with a series of two official release candidates before a final “1.2” version.
This time we decided to follow a holiday release cycle. Jerome released the FreeDOS 1.2 RC1 Distribution on October 31, 2016 (Halloween) and the FreeDOS 1.2 RC2 Distribution on November 24, 2016 (US Thanksgiving).

After much testing, and to much press coverage, we finally released the FreeDOS 1.2 Distribution on December 25, 2016 (Christmas).

We have already begun work on the next version of FreeDOS. The FreeDOS 1.3 Distribution will remain 16-bit, with the focus on a single-user command-line environment, just like classic DOS. FreeDOS can't truly be DOS if we change that. The next version will continue to run on old PCs, but will support new hardware with expanded driver support where possible. However, direct support for UEFI systems may be impossible.
History of the FreeDOS Logo

Our first logo was created by webmaster M. “Hannibal” Toal when he created our first website in November 1996. Until then, we didn’t have a website, only an FTP site on the University of North Carolina’s SunSITE system. Hannibal created the logo using Windows Paint, so it’s no surprise that it uses simple colors and standard Windows fonts: Impact and Times New Roman.

Several years later, we decided the original oval logo was starting to look dated. Several FreeDOS users attempted new logos for us, but we liked Ben Rouner’s best. His logo was a sleek, modern spin that was better suited to the banner on a website. We adopted this blue stamped logo in August or September 2001.
This logo remained popular for several years. It was around this time that some started to wonder if FreeDOS should adopt an official mascot. After all, Linux had the penguin and BSD had the daemon in sneakers, and GNU had the gnu, so maybe FreeDOS should have a mascot, too. When I first considered mascots back in 1999, I thought a lemur would look neat. I always liked lemurs. But after a while, I thought FreeDOS should have a mascot that paired well with the Linux penguin. FreeDOS was a free operating system like Linux, so I thought it natural that someone might create a composite image that combined the Linux and FreeDOS mascots, maybe sitting next to each other. I thought a seal would be a great idea; imagine a seal and a penguin hanging out together. But we already had a SEAL graphical desktop package, and the name conflict seemed pretty obvious.

One user had created a FreeDOS mascot as a kind of blue ball thing with the oval logo printed on it, but that was never made official. Someone else submitted a new FreeDOS logo that used a fish icon, claiming that the fish represented freedom. For some reason the fish caught on.

Digital artist Bas Snabilie wrote to me with his take on a FreeDOS fish. His fish mascot was adorable and more cartoony than the other proposed FreeDOS fish. Bas also created a version of the FreeDOS fish that incorporated new logo text, including an alternate boxed wordmark logo that replaced the “O” in FreeDOS with the new FreeDOS fish. We adopted this new FreeDOS mascot, and the new logo, in February or March 2004.
In case you’re curious, the FreeDOS fish didn’t have a name for quite a while. We later dubbed him “Blinky” because of his googly eye. The name stuck.

Later, Rikard Lang slightly modified the FreeDOS fish and turned Blinky purple with a shiny spot on his head. While this glossy fish logo was never used on the FreeDOS website and thus never became an official logo, we have adopted it for use on certain social media sites.

We've continued to incorporate Blinky in the FreeDOS logo. On January 1, 2010, we refreshed the FreeDOS website with a new look, including a slightly updated logo. The new white wordmark logo used the same FreeDOS fish from our boxed wordmark logo with the text in white with a black drop-shadow.
Over time, the only updates we’ve made have been to convert the FreeDOS logos to scalable vector graphics, or SVG. Many thanks to FreeDOS developer Mateusz Viste for converting many of our logos to SVG. The original oval logo was GIF, the stamped logo was Photoshop converted to PNG, the FreeDOS fish logo was JPG, and the white wordmark logo was PNG. While these raster images work well to represent an image, we have made them smaller and more scalable by adapting them to vector graphics.
History of the FreeDOS Website

The FreeDOS Project has been around a long time, actually predating much of the World Wide Web. Back in 1994, the whole Web thing was a pretty new idea, so it didn't occur to us to create a website until a few years later.

1996–1998

Our first website was created by M. “Hannibal” Toal, who stepped in as project coordinator for a short time. I'm not sure exactly when we set up our first website, but I think it was around November 6, 1996. This snapshot from June 1998 still has the same look: white text on a black background with the original oval logo.
I returned to FreeDOS after a short absence and Hannibal handed the webmaster duties to me. Unfortunately, I didn’t know much about how to edit a website. I pretty much left the site as-is until I had learned enough HTML to be dangerous.

1998–1999

Starting sometime late 1998, I began working on an update to the FreeDOS website. I wanted the new website to be easier to read. More websites were using a black-on-white color scheme, which I found easier on the eyes. After some months working on a new design, I put live the updated website on January 1, 1999. A snapshot from January 1999 shows the updated style: black text on a white background with a FreeDOS banner ad and the original oval logo.
Later that year, I updated the website design slightly, using a blue title bar and yellow navigation bar. I also added a poll feature to the sidebar, although this was meant more for fun than information gathering. The new website went live in mid- to late September 1999.
I updated the FreeDOS website design again in Spring 2000. The most visible change was in the header, with a series of stripes behind the “FreeDOS Project” wordmark. Technically, I don't consider that a new FreeDOS logo, just a graphical decoration around the logo. This new striped web update went live in early May 2000.
2000

I made a small adjustment again in late May 2000, adding a mint green background to the titles of each news item. I'm sure I felt inspired by other websites that used a different color to set off article titles, although I'm a bit confused when I look at this design now. Green didn't really fit with the dark blue banner.
In early 2001, I again decided to change the FreeDOS website. I chose a unified blue-and-gray color scheme, with black-on-white text. I updated the website sometime in mid-February 2001.
2001–2004

Several months later, our original oval logo was looking dated. Ben Rouner’s new logo was a sleek, modern spin that was better suited for the banner on a website. We adopted the new logo in August or September 2001, accompanied by a website redesign with blue highlight colors and a white background.
That website design stuck around for a few years with only a few minor color tweaks in the design. We didn't update the web design again until we decided to change the FreeDOS logo.

2004–2006

In February or March 2004, I created an updated website design that used the new FreeDOS boxed wordmark logo with the FreeDOS fish. We would keep this website design for several years. Over time, we made a few tweaks here and there, such as moving the blue swirls decorative banner from the top of the page to just under the logo, but the design concept remained.
On February 6, 2006, I rebuilt the FreeDOS website using divs and stylesheets, following a growing trend. The website look and feel remained the same, but the construction was more modern.

In late July or early August 2006, we tweaked the FreeDOS website design to use a flattened appearance that had become popular on other websites at the time.

We finally released the FreeDOS 1.0 distribution on September 3, 2006. With our milestone release came an update to the FreeDOS website. The new website incorporated a “What is FreeDOS” section on the front page, including a brief description of the ways most people used FreeDOS: to run classic DOS games, to run legacy software, and to do embedded development.
2007–2009

Sometime in April 2007, I made a minor design change to the website, to put a blue gradient background behind the FreeDOS logo with a dark blue gradient as a sort of page title bar.

I'm not able to track changes to the website very well after this. I didn't keep a history of changes to the website. However, sometime in November 2008 or very early December 2008, we updated the website again.

2009–2012

In late 2009, I decided to ask for help in updating the FreeDOS website design. I wanted to make it easier to use. I posted a plea around October, and several months later I found myself in contact
with a web designer named nodethirtythree. They volunteered to contribute a design from their website catalog, and on January 1, 2010, we refreshed the FreeDOS website with the new design. This update included a new white wordmark logo with the same FreeDOS fish from our boxed wordmark logo and wordmark in white with a black drop-shadow.

We've used variations on this design ever since. While the website's code may have changed under the hood, the outward appearance has remained mostly intact. The link buttons from the banner changed, but the blue striped background remained as part of our new web brand.

2012–2016

This version of the website remained for several years. Eventually, I wanted to arrange information on the website to attract new users and make information easier to find. Over several months in Spring 2012, I experimented with how to arrange information that was easiest for users
to digest. On June 3, 2012, I finally put up the new website. The new design included a FreeDOS screenshot, updated sub-pages with improved cross-linking to information, and quick answer links to help new visitors learn about FreeDOS.

Those quick answer links seemed like a clever idea at the time, but not everyone liked them. They used JavaScript to only show one answer at a time. This was a little weird to some folks, so we eventually removed this in favor of more straightforward navigation.

2016–present

When we released the FreeDOS 1.2 distribution on December 25, 2016, we marked the occasion with an updated website, providing a cleaner look and new fonts. This new design also added separate descriptions with brief descriptions of how people use FreeDOS, which hadn't really changed since 2006: classic games, legacy software, and embedded systems.

This new website design is the same one we use today. This version is based around HTML5 and uses a clean presentation that incorporates more screenshots on the front page. A major change in the new website is the shift towards SVG for the images, such as the FreeDOS logo and the icons. While we've used a responsive web design for years, using SVG allows for cleaner scaling of images on different displays.
I'm not planning further changes to the website. But then again, I think I've said that after every major website update. Based on past experience, we'll likely make tweaks and small adjustment to the website design, but no major changes for a few years.
## FreeDOS Commands

Looking for a quick-reference guide to using FreeDOS? This cheat sheet covers the most common commands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What do you want to do?</th>
<th>How to do it on FreeDOS:</th>
<th>Similar command on Linux:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List directory contents</td>
<td><code>DIR</code></td>
<td><code>ls</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- in the directory “above”</td>
<td><code>DIR ..</code></td>
<td><code>ls ..</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- in a different directory</td>
<td><code>DIR C:\FDOS\BIN</code></td>
<td><code>ls /usr/bin</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change the current drive</td>
<td><code>D:</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change the current directory</td>
<td><code>CD \FDOS\BIN</code></td>
<td><code>cd /usr/bin</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “up” one directory</td>
<td><code>CD ..</code></td>
<td><code>cd ..</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display the contents of a file</td>
<td><code>TYPE FILE.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>cat file.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- one screen at a time</td>
<td><code>MORE FILE.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>less file.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy a file</td>
<td><code>COPY FILE.TXT NEW.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>cp file.txt new.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete a file</td>
<td><code>DEL FILE.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>rm file.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Command Line 1</td>
<td>Command Line 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy a directory and its contents</td>
<td><code>XCOPY DIR NEWDIR</code></td>
<td><code>cp -r dir newdir</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete a directory and its contents</td>
<td><code>DELTREE MYFILES</code></td>
<td><code>rm -rf myfiles</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a new directory</td>
<td><code>MKDIR NEWDIR</code></td>
<td><code>mkdir newdir</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove an empty directory</td>
<td><code>RMDIR MYFILES</code></td>
<td><code>rmdir myfiles</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rename a file or directory</td>
<td><code>REN FILE.TXT FILE.OLD</code></td>
<td><code>mv file.txt file.old</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show all lines that contain “Hello”</td>
<td><code>FIND &quot;Hello&quot; FILE.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>grep &quot;Hello&quot; file.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- without regard to case</td>
<td><code>FIND /I &quot;Hello&quot; FILE.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>grep -i &quot;Hello&quot; file.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear the screen</td>
<td><code>CLS</code></td>
<td><code>clear</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit a text file</td>
<td><code>EDIT FILE.TXT</code></td>
<td><code>vi file.txt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View and set the system date</td>
<td><code>DATE</code></td>
<td><code>date</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View and set the system time</td>
<td><code>TIME</code></td>
<td><code>date</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show the usage for a program</td>
<td><code>DIR /?</code> (for most programs)</td>
<td><code>ls --help</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get more help</td>
<td><code>HELP</code></td>
<td><code>info</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show the command history</td>
<td><code>HISTORY</code></td>
<td><code>history</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show the DOS version</td>
<td><code>VER</code></td>
<td><code>uname</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few things to remember:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes:</th>
<th>For example:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOS commands can be upper or lowercase</td>
<td><code>DIR</code> is the same as <code>dir</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes (</td>
<td>) are the same on DOS as on Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output redirection (&gt;) is the same too</td>
<td><code>FIND &quot;X&quot; FILE.TXT &gt; X.TXT</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. and .. are the same on DOS as on Linux</td>
<td><code>CD ..</code> moves “up” one directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The directory separator is  \</td>
<td>C:\ or C:\FDOS or C:\FDOS\BIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File names can only be 8.3 characters</td>
<td>FILENAME.TXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS uses letters for each drive</td>
<td>C: is the first hard drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A full path is a drive letter and directory</td>
<td>C:\ or C:\FDOS or D:\GAMES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here’s a helpful guide to batch programming under FreeDOS. Remember to reference normal batch script variables by enclosing the variable name with `%`, such as `%PATH%`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What do you want to do?</th>
<th>How to do it in a batch script:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execute another batch script from within a script</td>
<td>CALL SCRIPT.BAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run a command for each file in a list</td>
<td>FOR %F IN (*.TXT) DO EDIT %F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or at the command line:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR %F IN (*.TXT) DO EDIT %F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The loop variable name can only be one character.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print output</td>
<td>ECHO Hello world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump to a label in a batch file</td>
<td>:LOOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOTO LOOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test the value of a string</td>
<td>IF %VAR%==1 ECHO One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test if a file exists</td>
<td>IF EXIST TEMP.DAT DEL TEMP.DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test the return value of the previous command</td>
<td>IF ERRORLEVEL 0 ECHO Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test the opposite of something</strong></td>
<td><strong>IF NOT ERRORLEVEL 0 ECHO Fail</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A comment in a batch script</strong></td>
<td><strong>REM This is a comment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set a variable</strong></td>
<td><strong>SET TEMPFILE=TEMP.DAT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set the shell's search path for programs</strong> (Use <code>;</code> to separate paths)</td>
<td><strong>PATH C:\FDOS\BIN;C:\MY\BIN</strong> or to reference the existing path: <strong>PATH %PATH%;C:\MY\BIN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shift the command line options to a batch script</strong> (Reference options as <code>%1</code>, <code>%2</code>, and so on)</td>
<td><strong>SHIFT</strong> or <strong>SHIFT 1</strong> or <strong>SHIFT 2</strong> or any <strong>n</strong> <strong>SHIFT</strong> with no <strong>n</strong> is the same as <strong>SHIFT 1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank You

When I created the FreeDOS Project in 1994, we aimed to create a free DOS that could replace the proprietary MS-DOS. Together, we not only met that goal, but exceeded it. FreeDOS includes many modern features not found in MS-DOS, or features that are significantly improved from MS-DOS.

I want to thank everyone who has helped make FreeDOS what it is today. From our meager beginning with just a few basic utilities, developers from around the world have come together to contribute code patches and new features to FreeDOS.

And there's still more to come! As we look forward to the next version of FreeDOS, we want to create a modern DOS. That will be a fine balance. We can add things and change some other things, but in the end FreeDOS must remain “DOS.” FreeDOS will always be the classic 16-bit operating system that runs legacy MS-DOS programs, but we want FreeDOS to be more than just an “also ran.” We aren't sure what the next version will look like—at least, not exactly—but I encourage everyone who reads this to join the conversation on the FreeDOS email lists, and help us shape the future of FreeDOS.

—Jim Hall